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The ecological fallacy literature suggests aggregate data cannot be used for microlevel
inference. Building upon an aggregated logit model developed by Kelejian (1995), I am
able to show that the estimated coefficients from aggregate data regressions are directly
related to the true underlying microcoefficients, so meaningful interpretations can still be
made. It is also suggested that in the cases where aggregation bias can be rejected, the
microcoefficients can be directly estimated. An application of the model is shown using
state-level data for historical elections in which survey data are unavailable.r 1997
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Researchers are often interested in estimating how individuals behave in
different scenarios. Unfortunately, there are many cases in which individual-level
data, needed to observe how specific individuals react based upon their personal
socioeconomic characteristics, are not available. Subsequently, these scholars are
forced to rely upon aggregated data. In those situations where the original
question was whether or not a specific action occurred, the aggregate dependent
variable measures the percentages of those cases in which the action did occur.
Logistic transformations of the aggregated dependent variable have been gaining
popularity to control for biased estimates generated from standard ordinary
least-squares regressions. Recent examples include studies of the percentage of
people who registered (Knack, 1993) or voted (Filer et al., 1991).
There is, however, an inherent danger in running this sort of regression. Direct

aggregation of the underlying logit model is not possible when individuals are
heterogeneous. Furthermore, attempting to infer individual characteristics from
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aggregate data is problematic in its own accord. This is known as the ecological
fallacy.
Robinson (1950) was the first to note this problem. He argued that aggregate

data are descriptive of groups and not of individuals, and are therefore unreliable
for predicting individual behavior. Statistical associations derived from aggre-
gated data could differ in magnitude and sign from the underlying individual
correlations. ‘‘Such reversals in the direction of the coefficients are statistically
possible but contrary to the known effect found in the survey data’’ (Kim et al.,
1975, p. 121).
The ecological fallacy literature suggests that macromodels cannot explain

microlevel behavior (Klein et al., 1991; Huston, 1991; Matsusaka and Palda,
1993) but aggregate data are not completely useless for this task. If the original
microcoefficients can be recovered, meaningful interpretations can still be made.
The approach taken in this paper draws heavily upon an aggregation procedure
developed by Kelejian (1995). His model identifies the proper macrolevel
equivalent of a microlevel logit model.
The purpose of this study is to estimate the original microcoefficients from the

macromodel to lend insights into microlevel behavior. Kelejian’s macromodel
results in coefficients which differ from the true microcoefficients we wish to
estimate. Therefore, the macromodel cannot proxy for the true micromodel nor
are the unit-level variables sufficient proxy for the individual-level variables. It
will be shown, however, that the proper macromodel has parameters which
directly relate to the original microcoefficients. I will also discuss the conditions
under which the parameters of the micromodel can be estimated from the
estimated macrocoefficients. Although the application here will be to voter
turnout, it should become evident that the procedure is useful in many situations
where only percentage data are available.
The empirical question posed in this study relates to historical election analysis.

Election reform during the GildedAge had an important impact upon the electoral
arena. Poll taxes and literacy tests, which were in limited use prior to this time,
gained widespread acceptance throughout the South to limit the participation of
blacks and poor whites (Key, 1949; Kousser, 1974). Female suffrage was gaining
in popularity, primarily due to the success of suffrage states in the West (Beeton,
1986). Finally, secret ballots were adopted by many states to curb rampant fraud
and corruption (Rusk, 1974). Empirical evidence suggests that each of these laws
reduced state turnout rates (Heckelman, 1995). In this paper I attempt to discover
which individuals were most likely to vote in gubernatorial elections during this
turbulent time period.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Kelejian’s aggregation procedure

is outlined in Section I. Data descriptions andmacroresults are given in Section II.
The conditions under which it is possible to estimate the original microcoeffi-
cients are developed in Section III along with an interpretation of the estimates. In
the final section, I present a summary and comparison of the results.
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I. AGGREGATION PROCEDURE

The vote choice can be represented by

Yjit 5 1, if the j th person in statei at electiont votes,

Yjit 5 0, otherwise.

Let Pjit represent shorthand notation for Prob (Yjit 5 10Xjit ), whereXjit is a vector
of personal and state characteristics for thejth person in statei at electiont.
Assuming the probability that an individual will vote follows a logistic distribu-
tion, then

Pjit 5 F (Xjit b) 5
ea1Xjit b

11 ea1Xjit b
(1)

which is equivalent to

ln ( Pjit
12 Pjit

) 5 a 1 Xjit b. (2)

At this point, a logit model could be estimated if survey data were available.
However, in those cases where only aggregated data are available, a model needs
to be derived which will correspond to the aggregated data. It should be obvious
that direct aggregation of (2) is not possible; thus another approach is necessi-
tated.
NoteE(Yjit 0Xjit ) 5 P(Yjit 5 10Xjit ) and define

Yit ;
1

nit
o
j51

nit

Yjit

Xit ;
1

nit
o
j51

nit

Xjit ,

(3)

wherenit is the number of eligible voters in statei at electiont.
Under reasonable restrictions,1 Kelejian (1995) demonstrates

ln ( Yit

12 Yit
) 5 a 1 Xitb 1 g(Xitb) 1 µit 1 Op (nit

1/2), (4)

where µit is a random error term such that

E[µit ] 5 0

Var [µit ] 5 sit
2.

(5)

1 For specific details on these restrictions, see Kelejian (1995, especially pp. 244–246).
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Note the variance of the error term can vary both across states and over time. The
last term in (4) is assumed to be of negligible importance and subsequently
dropped from the model. If we denotei 5 1, . . . ,Sand t 5 1, . . . ,T then this
assumption is justified whenS/nit and T/nit are ‘‘small’’ (i.e., the number of
individuals vastly outnumbers the number of states and time periods under
consideration).2 Therefore Eq. (4) can typically be simplified to

ln ( Yit

12 Yit
) 5 a 1 Xitb 1 g(Xitb) 1 µit . (6)

Kelejian’s derivation suggests the functiong(Xitb) needs to be included in the
macrolevel equivalent of (2). Thusg(Xitb) can be interpreted as the aggregation
bias term which is caused by within-state variation of the microlevel variables.
This reflects the distribution ofXjit overj (individuals).
The exact functional form ofg(Xitb) is not known but Kelejian’s analysis

suggests it should be nonlinear. His central result is that a model which is
nonlinear in its variables is likely to have a nonlinear aggregation bias term.
Therefore,g(Xitb) might reasonably be approximated by a general polynomial of
degreeD.

g(Xitb ) < o
d50

D

(Xitb)d bd. (7)

I consider here the simple case of a quadratic which corresponds toD 5 2 in (7).
Thus,

g(Xitb) < b0 1 (Xitb)b1 1 (Xitb)2b2. (8)

Substituting (8) into (6) and ignoring any approximation error yields

ln ( Yit

12 Yit
) 5 a 1 Xitb 1 b0 1 Xitbb1 1 (Xitb)2b2 1 µit (9)

which can be condensed into

ln ( Yit

12 Yit
) 5 a1 Xitl 1 (Xitb)2b2 1 µit, (10)

where a 5 a 1 b0, and l 5 b 1 bb1, which implies b 5 l(11 b1)21.
Substituting forb in (10) yields the final form representation

ln ( Yit

12 Yit
) 5 a1 Xitl 1 (Xitl)2g 1 µit , (11)

2 Specifically, the condition requiresS/nit = 0 andT/nit = 0.
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whereg 5 b2(11 b1)22. Under the given assumptions, Eq. (11) represents the
proper macromodel aggregation of (2) and Kelejian’s suggested test for aggrega-
tion bias relates tog 5 0.

II. DATA AND REGRESSION RESULTS

Aggregated data can now be used to estimate (11). The dependent variable is
the logit of the state turnout rate. Total votes cast are available on tape from the
Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research. The sample used
here covers all gubernatorial elections held between 1870 and 1910. South
Carolina elections are not included because there is an election (1876) in which
the recorded turnout rate exceeds 100%. This estimate is clearly incorrect or
fraudulent, and the logistic transformation cannot be computed.
Political and economic theory have been of little help in developing a standard

turnout model and the empirical evidence has been mixed. Income, education,
age, race, and residence seem to be the standard variables employed in regression
analysis.3 I would therefore like to include as explanatory variables, the individu-
al’s wage, and whether or not the person was illiterate, elderly, black, or lived in
an urban area. These variables represent the vectorXjit in (2). The corresponding
aggregate-level variables in (11) are the average wage per worker and the
percentage of illiterates, elderly, black, and urban in the state.
Population data are taken from Historical Statistics and interpolated for

noncensus years. Data are not available for the Montana, North Dakota, and South
Dakota elections of 1879. Real wage per worker is indexed to real GNPper capita.
McGovney (1949) has compiled a list of all states using poll taxes and literacy

tests during this time period. Beeton (1986) describes states which granted full
suffrage to women prior to the Nineteenth Amendment. Ludington (1911) lists
states which had adopted a secret ballot by 1910.
A Southern dummy is included to control for turnout differences which might

relate to Reconstruction. The drop-off effect, whereby fewer people tend to vote
for governor in off-year elections, will be captured by a dummy variable for
presidential election years. The data set contains 688 observations. Sample means
and standard deviations are listed in Table 1.
Equation (11) is estimated by a nonlinear least-squares (NLLS) iterative

procedure. Since the error term variance given in (5) is not assumed to be constant
but the exact functional form is not specifically known, robust standard errors are
used to account for possible unknown heteroskedasticity (White, 1980a).
There is also the possibility of autocorrelated errors from this aggregation

model, but testing for the presence of autocorrelation is hampered by the nature of
the data set. The timing of gubernatorial elections differs by state, and hence there
are an unequal number of observations for each state. Standard tests for serially
correlated errors require a balanced panel and for some of the states there are not

3 See for example, Wolfinger and Rosenstone (1980), Cassel and Hill (1981), Patterson and
Caldeira (1983), Filer et al., (1991), Matsusaka and Palda (1993), and Knack (1993).
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enough observations to implement these tests.4 But the nature of elections would
not lead one to expect a systematic correlation of the errors over time in each state.
Consider the cases of Virginia where elections were held only once every four
years, and Massachusetts which held annual elections. If turnout follows an
AR(1) process, this implies information from an election four years ago is an
important indicator of turnout in Virginia, but not in Massachusetts where only
last year’s election would be considered relevant. A single AR process forces
different error structures across the states, which does not seem reasonable.
Furthermore, to the best of my knowledge, voting studies are not concerned with
this possible problem, although heteroskedastic errors are often considered in
different forms (Huston (1991), Knack (1993), Heckelman (1995)).
Despite these reservations, as a first approximation I estimated the Durbin–

Watson statistic in each state based upon the residuals from the pooled sample (as
mentioned above, individual state regressions were not possible in every case due
to lack of observations). The estimated value was below the lower bound critical
value in only three states. Although this is not a proper test for autocorrelation, in
the absence of overwhelming evidence to support possible autocorrelation, I will
assume the absence of time-dependent errors in this sample.5 Since the purpose of
this study is primarily concerned with the ability to differentiate between the
macro- and microestimates, further development of this issue here is beyond the
scope of investigation. Thus, for the rest of this paper I focus only on possible
heteroskedasticity, but it should be recognized that not correcting for autocorrela-
tion, if it does in fact exist, will lead to inconsistent parameter estimates.
The coefficients (l) for the macrolevel model are listed in Table 2.6 First note

4 See Judge et al. (1985) for a survey of serial correlation tests.
5 Removing these states from the sample does not substantially alter the regression estimates.
6 The Wald Statistic, which tests the hypothesis that the coefficient is not significantly different

TABLE 1
Means and Standard Deviations

Variable Mean Standard deviation

Turnout rate .596 .165
Logistic turnout .435 .780
Secret ballot .465 .499
Poll tax .185 .388
Literacy test .151 .358
Female suffrage .0392 .194
Presidential election .395 .489
Log (wage/worker) 8.042 .282
Urban percentage .342 .238
Black percentage .106 .160
Illiteracy rate .122 .117
Over 65 years old percentage .0391 .0681
South .180 .385
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that the aggregation bias term coefficient (g) is not significantly different from
zero. Aggregation bias does not appear to significantly affect the variable
relationships. The remaining estimated coefficients properly describe themacrore-
lationship between the variables. For example, state turnout rates were higher for
states with a high relative percentage of blacks but the difference was not
statistically significant. We can also use the information from the macromodel to

from zero, is distributed as a chi-square with 1 degree of freedom. The critical value for a 95%
confidence level is 3.84. None of the coefficients are significant by this criterion.

TABLE 2
Macrolevel Regression Coefficients

Variable Estimates Wald statistica

Intercept 1.937
(1.748)

Secret ballot .0598 .337
(.103)

Poll tax .282 .355
(.473)

Literacy test .0625 .368
(.103)

Female suffrage .0983 .575
(.171)

Presidential election 2.208 .586
(.355)

Log wages .244 .561
(.435)

Urban .365 .337
(.629)

Black .904 .349
(1.530)

Illiteracy 2.706 .367
(1.166)

Over 65 .349 .307
(.630)

South .169 .337
(.291)

Aggregation bias (g) 2.780 .113
(2.318)

Log likelihood function 2547.916
Chi-square statistic 11000.168*

Note.Model: ln (Y/12 Y) 5 a 1 Xl 1 (Xl)2g 1 µ. Estimation
by NLLS with robust standard errors using White (1980a) proce-
dure. Standard errors are in parentheses.

a Critical value of Wald statistic5 3.84 at 5% level.
* Significant at 5%.
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discuss the expected probability of voting for a generic individual, conditional
upon the observed macrodata.
SinceE(Yjit 0Xit) 5 Prob (Yjit 5 10Xit), by reversing the logistic transformation

on (11) we can estimate,7

Prob (Yjit 5 10Xit ) <
ea1Xitl1(Xitl)

2
g

11 ea1Xitl1(Xitl)
2
g
. (12)

In essence, (12) represents the weighted average of the individual-level probabili-
ties, where the weights are determined by the state-level information. Note that
this is not the same as directly estimatingPjit, which is the expectation conditional
upon the unknown vectorXjit. SincePjit is a function of unknown personal
socioeconomic characteristics given in (1), the best estimate for any randomly
chosen individual residing in a particular state during a given election is found by
a weighted average of all the possible heterogeneous voting probabilities in that
state at that time.
For example, we would predict a person from a nonsouthern state without any

of the considered electoral laws, that has mean values for wage/worker, and
percentage of urban, black, illiterate, and elderly, would have a probability of
voting on average equal to .639. In a presidential election year, this probability
rises to .734. These predictions are found by substituting the mean values listed in
Table 1 and the estimated coefficients in Table 2 into (12). The dummy variables
corresponding to the various election laws and the south are not included since
they would have a value of zero in this example. Although none of the estimated
coefficients are individually statistically significant suggesting marginal effects
are not different from zero, there may still be qualitatively important prediction
differences for different states or time periods as the above example will attest. A
presidential election generates almost a 15% difference in predicted voting
probability. The reader is invited to consider alternative state values that may be
of personal interest.
The coefficients from this model cannot, however, be used to explain how, for

example, anindividual’srace affects his own probability of voting. The ecological
fallacy is still present. The macrocoefficients do not exactly correspond to the
original microcoefficients. This does not mean, however, that the individual
relationships are uninterpretable.
Note the construction of thel coefficient vector. The only difference between

l, the macrocoefficients, andb, the microcoefficients, is the multiplicative factor
(11 b1). If l 5 (l1, . . . ,lk)8, andb 5 (b1, . . . ,bk)8 then for all 1# v,w# k,

lv

lw
5

bv(11 b1)

bw(11 b1)
5

bv

bw
. (13)

Equation (13) shows the ratios of coefficients from (11) can also be used to

7 See also Kelejian (1995, p. 246) for details on this approximation technique.
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describe the ratios of coefficients from (2). While conclusions about an individu-
al’s race or residence cannot be independently interpreted, the information in Eq.
(13) and Table 2 suggests

l%black

l%urban
5
.904

.365
5 2.4775

bblack

burban
.

We can therefore conclude that a person’s race outweighs his residential character-
istics in impacting upon the probability of voting.
Using (12) and (13) to interpret the regression in (11) can lend important new

insights into voting probabilities without resorting to treating the state as the actor
(see for example Patterson and Caldeira (1983)).8Although these procedures may
be helpful in answering certain types of questions about individual behavior when
only aggregate data are available, they do not directly address the questions raised in the
introductory section. To speak specifically about which individuals were most likely to
have voted, it is necessary to invoke another assumption about the macromodel.

III. RECOVERING THE MICROCOEFFICIENTS

The aggregation bias in (6) took the form of a nonlinear component added to
the original microequation. It has been shown that the quadratic term in (11) is not
significant (g in Table 2). According to (8) and (11), the only remaining bias must
be of a linear form.9 Sincel 5 b(11 b1) a test for the remaining aggregation bias
hinges uponb1 5 0.

H0: b1 5 0
HA: b1 fi 0

(14)

Unfortunately,l cannot be disaggregated to isolateb1.10 There simply is no
specification test forb1 5 0. But is it reasonable to assumeb1 fi 0 wheng 5 0?
Since Kelejian’s analysis suggests the aggregation bias of g(Xitb) should be

nonlinear, it is unlikely that the aggregation bias is actually linear even if the
nonlinear terms ing(Xitb) are not significant. If we are willing to accept the notion
that the aggregation bias should be of a nonlinear form, we should be willing to
rule out the importance of the linear terms when the nonlinear terms are found to
be insignificant. Acceptance of the null hypothesis in (14) would then immedi-
ately follow.
Since Kelejian’s aggregation bias test rejects the statistical significance ofg in

our sample, then conditional uponb1 5 0,

ln ( Yit

12 Yit
) 5 a 1 Xit b 1 µit . (15)

8 For a detailed criticism of the state-actor approach, see Matsusaka and Palda (1993).
9 Sinceg 5 b2(11 b1)22, nonsignificance ofg could imply eitherb2 5 0 orb1 5 `. The former

seems the more plausible assumption to make.
10 If b1 could be isolated, it would be a simple task to solve forb regardless of the value ofb1.
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In this case, the microcoefficients can be directly estimated using the aggregate
data variables. Thus a serious limitation to further analyzing aggregated data in
the logit framework is the implicit assumption thatb1 5 0 when aggregation bias
has been rejected, even if there is not direct empirical justification. The relevance
of the rest of this section hinges upon the reader’s acceptance of this notion.
Model (15) is estimated using ordinary least squares but the possible heteroske-

dasticity suggested in (5) remains.11 In a linear model, consistent estimates of the
variance–covariance matrix can be generated using the procedure described in
White (1980b).
According to the estimated microcoefficients listed in the second column of

Table 3, each of the state electoral laws considered does reduce the odds of an
individual voting. Controlling for these laws, blacks, urbanites, the rich, and the
elderly, were all less likely to vote. Illiterates were more likely to vote and
presidential elections spurred voters to the polls to vote for governor.
The estimated coefficients explain the marginal impact each variable has on the

log of the odds of voting. The importance of these results is easier to decipher
after converting back to the probability of voting formula using Eq. (1). But in this
expression, the model is no longer linear so the marginal impacts will not be
constant. However, since the transformation in (1) is monotonic, variables with
larger estimated coefficients will always generate larger probability changes, and
the direction of these changes are known from the sign of the coefficient.
To estimate these probability changes, we can consider changes to an indi-

vidual with specific socioeconomic characteristics. For simplicity, the default
person is assumed to be a white literate under the age of 65 with mean income,
who lives in the rural portion of a nonsouthern state where there are no secret
ballot laws, poll taxes, literacy tests, or female suffrage laws. The probability of
this person voting for governor in a nonpresidential election year is found by
coding each variable as a zero value, except for log wages which is assigned the
mean value (listed in Table 1). The predicted value using only the intercept term
and mean income is then transformed as in Eq. (1). A person with these
characteristics is estimated to have a probability of voting of .702.
Alternative probabilities of voting can be then found by altering this person’s

assumed characteristics by recoding each variable in turn. The changes induced
by analyzing different types of characteristics, one at a time, are listed in the last
two columns of Table 3. For example, poll taxes reduce the probability of this
person voting by almost 25%, but he would be 13% more likely to vote during a
presidential election year (assuming there are no poll taxes). If this person were
instead from an urban area (assuming the absence of poll taxes and presidential
elections), his probability of voting would be2.180 percentage points lower, or a
25% reduction. Similarly, a black with the above listed characteristics would be

11 Again, we ignore the possible problems associated with serially correlated errors for the reasons
discussed in Section II.
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expected to be 66% less likely to vote than a corresponding white (2.464 lower
probability of voting).
Caution must be taken in interpreting the results. Recall the probability

function is not linear, so one cannot simply add together two different marginal
changes to estimate, for example, the change in probability associated with an
urban black with otherwise identical characteristics. This would lead to an

TABLE 3
Microlevel Regression Results

Variable Estimates

Marginal impact on probability
of votinga

Absolute
change

Percent
change

Intercept 5.529
(.838)

Secret ballot 2.145* 2.031 24.44
(.0461)

Poll tax 2.744* 2.174 224.76
(.0692)

Literacy test 2.189* 2.041 25.84
(.0613)

Female suffrage 2.232* 2.051 27.22
(.0887)

Presidential election .505* 1.094 113.40
(.0441)

Log wages 2.581* 2.035b 25.04b

(.101)
Urban 2.769* 2.180 225.65

(.111)
Black 22.021* 2.464 266.11

(.545)
Illiteracy 1.623* 1.221 131.44

(.648)
Over 65 2.796* 2.187 226.61

(.209)
South 2.384* 2.086 212.24

(.116)

R2 .523
F statistic 67.308*

Note.Model: ln (Y/12 Y) 5 a 1 Xb 1 µ. Estimation by OLS with robust standard
errors usingWhite (1980b) procedure. Standard errors are in parentheses.

a Marginal effects are calculated for default individual whose characteristics are
denoted by having all values set equal to zero except for log wages which has mean
value. This individual has an expected probability of voting of .702. See text (Section
III) for details.

b Calculated for a one standard deviation increase in log wages.
* Significant at 5%.
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overestimate of the induced probability change. To find the change in voting
probability from a person with multiple characteristic differences, it is necessary
to add the estimated regression coefficients prior to transforming the predicted
value. For example, an urban black with otherwise identical characteristics as the
default individual has an expected probability of voting of .126, which represents
a decrease in probability of2.576, not2.644 which would be found by adding
theceterus peribuschanges listed in Table 3 (and given in the above examples).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Most aggregate-level voting studies ignore the ecological fallacy (e.g., Filer et
al., 1991). Others have tried to skirt the issue by examining only across-unit
variation (e.g. Patterson and Caldeira, 1983). The results generated in this paper
suggest doing so may lead to the wrong conclusions. The macroresults in Table 2
imply none of the state laws examined had a significant impact on state turnout.
The microresults in Table 3 suggest quite the opposite. Each of the laws did have
an important influence on the probability of an individual in that state voting. How
can these two results be reconciled?
As was noted in Section II, none of the individual-level variables have any

importance at the state level. None of these variables are significant at the
standard 5% level. This would seem to suggest that direct aggregation may not
reveal the proper aggregate-level relationships. While income may be an impor-
tant contributing factor to an individual’s voting decision, and for all individuals
in the state, it may not translate to per-capita income being important in
determining turnout rates. The macromodel has an added component due to the
distributional asymmetries which has no relevance in the micromodel. States with
low per capita income need not be states with the greatestnumberof poor, which
would be needed for the macrocoefficient to reflect the microcoefficient (Roth
(1986)). Thus, if one is solely interested in estimating the macrorelationships, this
model may need to be supplemented with pure macrovariables, such as gini
coefficients. The macromodel developed in Section I, while superior to estimation
techniques which simply employ state-level proxies, may still be misspecified so
the results may be misleading.
It should also be remembered that the macroresults do not in general present a

sufficient proxy for the true microcoefficients. Relying upon the macroresults
yields biased estimates of the microresults. Poll taxes and literacy tests did in fact
reduce the likelihood for individuals to vote. Table 3 makes this clear. Generating
an aggregate model is not sufficient to discuss microimplications, even when only
macrodata are available.
The ecological fallacy, however, has been overstated. Proper aggregation of the

micromodel can yield meaningful interpretations of the microrelationships in the
form of ratios.12 Furthermore, as shown in Section III, when aggregation bias is not

12 Although the macro- and microcoefficient estimates are quite different, their ratios are very
similar in both sign and magnitude.
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present it may also be possible under certain additional assumptions to recover the
original microcoefficients, in which case the ecological fallacy is eliminated
entirely.
One ground for caution remains. The functional form of the aggregation bias

tested was not formally derived; the true distribution remains unknown. A simple
functional form was suggested and modeled. Nonsignificance of the aggregation
bias coefficient is thus consistent with two alternative hypotheses: either aggrega-
tion bias is not an important consideration to the regression, or the form of the bias
is not correlated with a quadratic. It is possible that other distributions might
better capture the bias, but which functions these are remain a mystery. A
promising avenue for future work would be to develop alternative specifications
for possible aggregation bias. The results derived here should be viewed only as
preliminary, but it is believed that other aggregate data studies would benefit from
taking even these preliminary steps.
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